
Appendix C: Recovery Branch Chief Toolkit 
 Attachment D: Jurisdictional Tracking Forms  
 

Warren County Emergency Management Agency 

Public Assistance Damage assessment Jurisdictional Tracking Form 
Jurisdictions* Educational Institutions, and certain Non-Profit Organizations may report damage 
following an event. This form is to track those Jurisdictions progress in completing the Site Estimate 
Form for Local Jurisdictions and detailed Damage assessment Form for Local Jurisdictions.  

In addition, if State and/or Federal Public Assistance (PA) are being offered, this form can track the 
jurisdictions notified to attend the Applicants Briefing and receiving of the PA Applicant Forms.  

Location (Added following 
the disaster.) The contact 
list can be used to add the 
jurisdictions. Ensure all 
eligible applicants are 
included per FEMA 
requirements. Ohio EMA 
can verify the updated 
FEMA requirements. 

Jurisdictions 
contacted by 
WCEMA 
following an 
event/disaster 
to obtain 
operational 
picture?  

(Yes/No or NA) 

Jurisdiction
s completed 
the detailed 
Damage 
assessment
? 

(Yes/No or 
NA) 

Follow-up 
completed 
by WCEMA 
if no 
response. 

(Yes/No or 
NA) 

Notes If Public Assistance is 
Available – Impacted 
Jurisdictions notified by 
WCEMA regarding the 
Applicants Briefing and 
received PA Applicant 
Forms. 

(Yes/No or NA) 

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      



Location (Added following 
the disaster.) The contact 
list can be used to add the 
jurisdictions. Ensure all 
eligible applicants are 
included per FEMA 
requirements. Ohio EMA 
can verify the updated 
FEMA requirements. 

Jurisdictions 
contacted by 
WCEMA 
following an 
event/disaster 
to obtain 
operational 
picture?  

(Yes/No or NA) 

Jurisdiction
s completed 
the detailed 
Damage 
assessment
? 

(Yes/No or 
NA) 

Follow-up 
completed 
by WCEMA 
if no 
response. 

(Yes/No or 
NA) 

Notes If Public Assistance is 
Available – Impacted 
Jurisdictions notified by 
WCEMA regarding the 
Applicants Briefing and 
received PA Applicant 
Forms. 

(Yes/No or NA) 

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

 


	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow1: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow1: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow1: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow1: 
	NotesRow1: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow1: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow2: 
	NotesRow2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow3: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow3: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow3: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow3: 
	NotesRow3: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow3: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow4: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow4: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow4: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow4: 
	NotesRow4: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow4: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow5: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow5: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow5: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow5: 
	NotesRow5: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow5: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow6: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow6: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow6: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow6: 
	NotesRow6: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow6: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow7: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow7: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow7: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow7: 
	NotesRow7: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow7: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow8: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow8: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow8: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow8: 
	NotesRow8: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow8: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow9: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow9: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow9: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow9: 
	NotesRow9: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow9: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow10: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow10: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow10: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow10: 
	NotesRow10: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow10: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow11: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow11: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow11: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow11: 
	NotesRow11: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow11: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow12: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow12: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow12: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow12: 
	NotesRow12: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow12: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow13: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow13: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow13: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow13: 
	NotesRow13: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow13: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow14: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow14: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow14: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow14: 
	NotesRow14: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow14: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow15: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow15: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow15: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow15: 
	NotesRow15: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow15: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow16: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow16: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow16: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow16: 
	NotesRow16: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow16: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow17: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow17: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow17: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow17: 
	NotesRow17: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow17: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow18: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow18: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow18: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow18: 
	NotesRow18: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow18: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow1_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow1_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow1_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow1_2: 
	NotesRow1_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow1_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow2_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow2_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow2_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow2_2: 
	NotesRow2_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow2_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow3_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow3_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow3_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow3_2: 
	NotesRow3_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow3_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow4_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow4_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow4_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow4_2: 
	NotesRow4_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow4_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow5_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow5_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow5_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow5_2: 
	NotesRow5_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow5_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow6_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow6_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow6_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow6_2: 
	NotesRow6_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow6_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow7_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow7_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow7_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow7_2: 
	NotesRow7_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow7_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow8_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow8_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow8_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow8_2: 
	NotesRow8_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow8_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow9_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow9_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow9_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow9_2: 
	NotesRow9_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow9_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow10_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow10_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow10_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow10_2: 
	NotesRow10_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow10_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow11_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow11_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow11_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow11_2: 
	NotesRow11_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow11_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow12_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow12_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow12_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow12_2: 
	NotesRow12_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow12_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow13_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow13_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow13_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow13_2: 
	NotesRow13_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow13_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow14_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow14_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow14_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow14_2: 
	NotesRow14_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow14_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow15_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow15_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow15_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow15_2: 
	NotesRow15_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow15_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow16_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow16_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow16_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow16_2: 
	NotesRow16_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow16_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow17_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow17_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow17_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow17_2: 
	NotesRow17_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow17_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow18_2: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow18_2: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow18_2: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow18_2: 
	NotesRow18_2: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow18_2: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow19: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow19: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow19: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow19: 
	NotesRow19: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow19: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow20: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow20: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow20: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow20: 
	NotesRow20: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow20: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow21: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow21: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow21: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow21: 
	NotesRow21: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow21: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow22: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow22: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow22: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow22: 
	NotesRow22: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow22: 
	Location Added following the disaster The contact list can be used to add the jurisdictions Ensure all eligible applicants are included per FEMA requirements Ohio EMA can verify the updated FEMA requirementsRow23: 
	Jurisdictions contacted by WCEMA following an eventdisaster to obtain operational picture YesNo or NARow23: 
	Jurisdiction s completed the detailed Damage assessment  YesNo or NARow23: 
	Followup completed by WCEMA if no response YesNo or NARow23: 
	NotesRow23: 
	If Public Assistance is Available  Impacted Jurisdictions notified by WCEMA regarding the Applicants Briefing and received PA Applicant Forms YesNo or NARow23: 
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